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·Irish ' ~ubverslves · plan a·,. April ·Fools
massacre in retaliation. of years of ex·
ploltation, ,humiliation, etc. Pages 4·9 in·.
elude an acca,ilnt of the debacle along with
other'lo_ol·hardy events.

Ne\N Mexico

Summer
session
schedules are now available
at Scholes Hall.

•

DAILY
Friday, April1, 1977
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Students· D·enied F.ree Legai·Aid
students face the same fatejf GSA
By Larry Holgerson
Officials . of the· Clinical Law fails to allot the program any
·
Program and the dean of the Law money.
Law School Dean·Fredrick Hart
School have retaliated against
ASUNM's decision to cut funding said, "the hope is that we will
for the Clinical Law Program by receive a moderate sum from the
discontinuing free legal. services for GSA to continue aiding graduate
undergraduates as of July 1. They students."
have also warned that graduate .. The funding provided to the

Clinical Law Program by ASUNM
which consisted of $22,000 last
year, will be cut entirely this year,
...Law School Dean Hart decided that
instead of terminating the program
as was reported previously in the
Lobo, free legal aid to all undergraduates will be discontinued.
Undergraduates wishin·g legal

i=or La ~Posa.da-:
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·Food Firrn Selection Slated
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By ToJR Kensler
After receiving a split recommendation by the Union Board's
food service subcommittee at a
meeting Thursday morning, SUB
Director Ted Martinez said that the
food-services management firm will
be selected next week, after
reviewing an opinion survey being
conducted
by
the
La
Posadafacility.
The subcommittee, which was
split, 3-3, b~tween the Californiabased firm ARA and Indiana-based
SAGA, had requested the results of ·
r
d-servtce
· survey conducted by
a 100
ASUNM's Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs (ORCA).
· Kristine Kamberg, co-ordinator of
the survey said student attitudes
concerning ARA run La Posada ·
will be available on Tuesday.
Tbree · management firms had
given presentations to· the subcommittee, but Greyhound, Inc.,
was rejected because the firm did
not have the required experienced
personnel, Martinez said. ·
The subcommittee voting was

Ted Martinez
should be done before a decision is
reached. "We've heard a lot of bad
things about ARA, and don't know
much about ,SAGA, because tl;lis
committee has had on}ythree.weeks
to study them, "Lewis said.
She said that the initial decision
to bring in an outside firm was
made without consulting with the
students or workers. She cited a
campus-wide- poll conducted by

u.

ORCA that 98. per cent of those
polled
believed
student
organizations should be consulted
before a change in food policy is
initiated. The poll also shows that
68 per ce~t would not like to see an
outside firm take over the
management of the SUB food
services, while 25 per cent were in
favor of such a move.
·Martinez said that the SUB has
no alternative but to bring in a
management firm because of the
economics of food services. "Right
now the only people to get hurt by
r
d pnce
· mcreases
·
100
are t h. e students
and Workers. An independent
company can buy food cheaper
than we can, and that can only
benefit everyone," he said.
He gave no explanation to the
alleged lack of student input iil the
decision to contract an outside
firm. Kristine Kamberg of ORCA
said that both Lee and Martinez
gave lack of student interest as the
reason for the. one~ sided decision.

Poll·ce

counseling will be forced to pay a
$1 to $20 interview fee.
At this time the hope for free
legal assistance for graduate
students is still alive. Budget
requests from UNM organizations
will be review~d April 6 and 7, and
if the requested $5688 (as compared
to $4900 last year) is granted, free
legal assistance will continue.
·. ·The Clinical Law Program: help's
lower income students with legal
matters and depends on the money
allocated from GSA and ASUNM
to finance the five faculty members
whose salary comes from these

.

sources.
Said Clinical Law Program coordinator, Bill McPherson, · "We
have no idea why the Senate made
that decision. Apparently the
Senate decided that there were
other areas which needed the
money more than we did.'~
ASUNM officials could not be
reached for comment.
Said McPherson1 ·'4lf GSA: does
fund the program we will continue
to offer free legal aid to graduate
students, but at this point, there
will be no free undergraduate
student aid as of July 1.''
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F·acu Ity Jobs s afe·
From Bud get cuts
uN M p reS 1•d~ n t s. a ys
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Despite the $600,000 cut in
University's 1976-77 budget by the
state legislature, no faculty lay•offs
. are expected, said UNM President
William E. Davis.
In an interview Thursday, Davis
said, ''I don't anticipate that any
pt:.ofessors ·will be laid-off.
However, positions opening up
because of retiring and leaving
professors, may remain unfilled.,
Davis said cost of living adjustments of 6.8 to 7.2 per cent of a
prefessor's salary will not be affected by the cut. The salary adjustments..will not be given "across
the board; but will be based on

0

Sho.ot

merit," he said. Department deans
and chairman will decide who gets
the increases, Davis said.
. The administration will meet in.
April to discuss where the cuts
could possibly occur.
Davis said it is hoped that by
keeping some current non-faculty
positions open, few cuts will be
needed in educational programs.
The $600,000 loss will "mean
some tightening under the belt, but
not a loss of the momentum we
have gained as a university," he
said.
j Davis, who travels frequently on
UNM business, will be attending
the President's Council of the
·Western Athletic Conference in

split administrators
betwc;en two .factions,
with
Lea~n ~Denver,Colo.,May7.Hesaidthe
SUB
Mike Roeder
purpose of their meeting is to
review applications for schools
and Betty Neher voting for ARA,
while ASUNM Sen. Tom Williams, •
interested in joining theW AC.
staff workers representative
By Tim Higgins
,
business suit, and points are awarded on the test
Davis said the WAC was hurt by
Margaret
Morriso~; . and
Although none of UNM's campus police officers
depending on which part of the target is hit ~ the Arizona ·state' University and the
Independent Student Worker's has had to fire a shot in the line of dUty in 14 years, a · center of the torso and the throat are high-point areas, University of' Arizona leaving the
Union .repr~entative Laura Lewis campus polke spokesman said, all ofthe gun-carrying
for example..
1 conferernce, "since they both have .
voted ·for SAGA. University 'officers niust ·pass shooting skills tests twice every
Roybal said that· he doesn't remember campus
·
· · d
·
·tro·l.ler·
c·
arr'o·
1·1
Lee
also
voted
.
.
d'
~
.
ff'
b
.
.
f
outstanding
athlettc
epartments,
.
Comp
year.
police ever having to lSmtSS an o tcer ·.· ecause o but the. WAC has many qualified
failure to qualify on the test, although he said several applicants to fill their positions.''
for ARA, although he said he was .' Lt. Alex Roybal of UNM Police and Parking
not opposed to SAGA.
. ~
Services said that the officers must achieve a rriinimu·m
officers have had to take the test twice in order to pasS.·
. . . . .
k'
being at La
Roy.bal. sat'd campus pob.' ce officers. take clas.ses in
Concerning Umvensty par mg,
Ne.her.s.aid b\MIIlready
~score of 79 on tests that are sanctiond by·· theNati.on.a·l
.D· · · · 'd. "T.h p· r·o·bl.em·· ····s no· t. s· o
frr'earm· s us·e· , an·d that' they· also practice on their own
avis
'
e spa·ce· ·bu't.. con
·
Po.s· ada.,· ARA could more Rifle Association, which also sanctions the t.ests taken
u· 'h sat
1
0·f · · k'ng
· par
economicallY. and e. fficiently
at
ranges
aro.und
the
city...
.
...
.
.
.
.
.
m
~
.
•
,.
by The Albuquerque Police Department and the
UNM vemence
manage the SUB food· 1servtces. Bernalillo County Sheriff's department.Officer.s of the
Roybal said that be thought the lasttime a ·. . . ·
.• .
. .. . . ..
.
.•
Those .supporting ~AGA _said. ih~y ·· c.ity po.lice and.·. cou.~ty sheriff.'s depar. tme.nts.ar.e. tested ·campus police officek' had to fire a shot while on ~uty .- .. :~~ ~on'~ know PLa~y maJor
were. un~ressed .Wit~ -that. ~!ID s. fpur times a year, and need a mitiimtim score of 70 on
was during a burglary in 1963 and that the shot dtdn't . unav~rstty .m . a metre>~btan area
presen~auon, • and .Cited ~.r!Zbnll their tests.
.
hit anybody~
.. .
. . '. . . . . . ·. . • . . . ·. . . that ·. d<Jesil't ha~e a: parking .parState's SAG.A•operated faalitaes as '
. .
. . . . . . .
. . .. . . . . ·. •
"'We're· all qualified marksmen," Roybal s~ud, ••but " ble~: UNM: stan ~as plenty of
evideit~e of SAGA's abilitY•
.
Although the NRA tests vary ,to some eXtent, ttley we prefer not 'to even think of the idea. of haVlnl to Use . park1n1 on the North campus, and
Both LewiUild Mooisori made it involve firing pistols from different po~idorts at our weapons. We're a low· keY' oraanization, and we stu~entt can walk, or take the fr~e
c:learthattheyreluctantlyvotedfor. ~istin<;es of':'/, 15, 25, a~d SO feet. The t~let,i~ a like to thinkthat we are part of the educational ~::S.pus.f,'~.Ph.e.·.J.::'
. •. e,_to the matn
. .
•.
SAGA, but· said more research silhouette of an· approxnnat-ly 200 lb •. man .m a ~,.. proce~ here at.J),NM." .
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What are

Housing Crisis Pred.icted

•

(It won't cost you a cent to find
out) Mr. Ted Billard, a Bio·
Rythms researcher from Boulder,
Colorado who has done statistical
research and has also appeared
on many talk shows, will be
available
to
answer
your
questions on the Bob McKay talk
show this Sunday 6-9pm on
KQEO radio. Call him and g'et the
facts.
Bio·Rythms Survey
PO Box 26328
Albuquerque, N.M. 87125

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
median priced new home will cost
' almost $90,000 and the average
downpayment will be close to
$23,000 by 1986, driving nearly half
of the young families out of th~
market, an · economist told
Congress Thursday.
Kenneth T. Rosen, professm::,.of
economics and public affairs at
Princeton University, told the
· Senate Banking Committee that the
nation is in a "housing crisis of
unprecedented proportions" and
added that the "American dream of
universal home ownership is vir:
tually dead."
Rosen urged passage of
legislation, sponsored by Sen.
Edward Brooke, R-Mass., which
would permit graduated mortgage
payments that start low and increase and allow fa!IIjlies to deduct
up to $2,500 a year from gross
income which would be put into a
segregated account for ac-

cumulating a downpayment.

families."

The Princeton professor said that
in the past few years home
ownership has been available only
to the "fortunate few" and excluded most low and middle income
households, minorities and young

"The outlook for the next 10
years is even more discouraging,"
Rosen said and will come at a time
when the number of young families
coming into the market will increase by 31 per cent.

By Larry Schmidt

By United Press International

Demonstration Closes College

j

l

HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss.-Rust College was closed indefinitely
and all 800 students were ordered off campus Thursday following a
~emonstration and an early morning fire that caused an estimated
$500,000 damage to the school's administration building.
Students blamed President W.A. McMillan for the trouble, saying
"his strict discipline and inability to communicate had alienated them
and forced them to action."
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Soviet .Says Proposals Biased
HAYAY SHALOM ·

MOSCOW-Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko said Thursday the Kremlin rejected U.S. proposals on strategic arms cuts
because they were "one-sided." He said President Carter's human
rights stand ''poisons the atmosphere'' of arms negotiations.

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568
The New

Lucky's Pizza

· New Embassies Agre_ed Upon

$1.00 off any large
or medium Pizza or
Lasagna purchase

WASHINGTON-The United States and the Soviet Union have
agreed to build new embassy complexes in Moscow and Washington
by 1982, the State Department announced Thursday.
There was no official word, however, on whether the United States
has been able to persuade the Soviets to agree to a ban on beaming
microwave radiation at embassies-as U.S. officials claim the
Russians have done at the U.S. Moscow Embassy.

mma
present this coupon
4513 Central NE, 256·995:!:

iI

SAN FRANCISCO-Mandatory water rationing begins Friday in
drought-stricken San Francisco, and tourists-the city's biggest industry-are being asked to help out by taking shorter showers.
Kenneth Boyd, acting water department manager, said Thursday
the rationing will affect 1.8 million persons in San Francisco and the
33 cities and districts supplied by his department.

one
way
effective Feb. 27*

4102, 277 ·4202.

New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 forth~ academiC' )'ear.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
'llp:iges of The Daily Lobo arc those Df the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nolhinl;!'
printed in The Daily Lobo necessarily
represents the views of the University oi New

or
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7:00 and 9:15

Folkdance classes this summer~ See page j4 in sum·
mer class schedule.
didatesm~ting 6:30p.m. on Apr. I, in nn. 231 of the

SUB.
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3004 D Central SE
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Mexico's moat famous name Ia llmortca'a moat
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WANTICI:I
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Covered

Pancho Villa tequila

'W"'agon

Makers of Hand .Made
Indian J•~N ~lr-y

•

OLDTOWN

•

()()~~~~ ~ALUT~~ S()M~
()t= f2()CI\~S f3ll~AT~ST
M()M~~T~

IMPORTS

IMPORTS

These are just four of many great albums now
on sale. Drop in and check them all out!!

Admission $1.00

,.
r
I

Las Campanas will meet on Sal,, Apr. 2, at 2 p.m.
The meeting will be at 7213 Ottawa NE. Applicants
are encouraged to auend.
The ASUNM election \\ill be on Apr. 13 from 9·5
at lhe SUB South Ballroom, La Posada, Ferris
Engineering plaza, Davis' lawn, Geology/Biology
plaza. Remember lo vole.

1

'

I

Candidates meeting for those persons running for
ASUNM Senator. Vice President, President will be
tonighl at? in nn. 250C of the SUB. All candidates or
their representatives arc required to be present!

1

f

Authentic Unsolicited
Customer Testimon-ial
REETLITES
lOTH lNG
XCI-fANOE.

Last Saturday, the new Prime
Minister, Morarji Ranc'hhodji
Desai, was officially sworn in. Over
the weekend Desai overcame .his
first problems in coalition
government, when Jagjivan Ram
and three important members of
the coalition agreed to give the
government full support. Desai said
in a message Monday to the joint
session of Parliament that the
government would restore the
principle freedoms missing during
the state of emergency under Mrs.
Gandhi and, internationally, would
follow the policy pf a nonaligned
nation.

with ..
Humphrey Bogart,
Ingrid Bergman,
Claude Rains, and
. Peter Lorre

'

Ms. Esmerelda Peltdown of Albuquerque: "My life was stagnating along
with my wardrobe until I found Streetlites Clothing Exchange. Their low
prices and fair exchange policy changed my life.''

.

Open 7 Days
11 am- 8 pm
Complete
Mexican Dinners
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
1415 Central Ave. NE
.242-0921

Sub Theater

The ASUNM Election Committee will hold a can·

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and Weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the Univ~rsiL)' of New Mcxiro,
and is nol. financially associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at. Albuqu~rquc,

Mexican Food-Specializing In Burritos

India-The result of the election
·in India last month was a
resounding victory for the J anata
(People's) Party, who presented a
coalition front against Mrs. Gandhi
and the former ruling Congress
Party.

CASABLANCA

DAILY LOBO
Vol.81
No.123
Box 20, University I:'.U., UNNl
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277·

RESTAURANT

Saturday Night's Movie

New Mexico

save 500/o off regular coach fare
on TWA flight 231

Mexico-Not only has President
Lopez Portillo been willing to
seriously listen to Mexico's left, he
has also acted. This is the first real
sign of hope the left has experienced since 19'10, after which
Rhodesia-Prime Minisjer Ian
time each Me),{ican president has Smith's 'internal solution' for the
ended
by
supporting
or problems of Rhodesia appears to be
strengthening the right.
progressing.
On Sunday, Bishop Abel
An importqnt meeting took place Muzorewa called for an immediate
in February of some parties on the referendum within Rhodesia. As
left. They were the Communist reported in this column on Feb. 25,
Party, the Partido Socialista this was to be Smith's first step in
Revolucionario, the Partido his own solution to the problem of
Mexicano de los Trabajadores, the Black ruie after the Geneva conPartido Popular Socialista and th·e ference fell apart.
tendencia democratica of the trade
union movement.
Bishop Abel 'Muzo rewa is the
leader of the African National
This
was significant in Council (ANC) which is one group
demonstrating the left's newest which professes to represent the
attempt to unite and present the Black majority in Rhodesia. The
government and people with an ANC is now in opposition to the
alternative. The devaluation of the Patriotic Front of Nkomo and
peso, problems of unemployment, Mugabe and the Zimbabwe
inflation, rising expectations, and People's Army. The ANC is
the acute rural crisis provide the left favored by neither the five frontline presidents nor the Organization
with areas for meaningful work.
for African Unity.
That the government seems
ian Smith, however, does· favor
interested in working with the left Bishop Muzorewa. Before Smith
and not antagonizing them, is seen left Rhodesia for talks in South
in its March attempt to deal fairly Africa with Prime Minister John
with an estimated 150 political Vorster and British Foreign
prisoners, The government has Secretary David Owens, he said he
dropped charges against 21 political would favor the idea of a national
. prisoners, some of whom have been referendum to see which Black
awaiting trial for up to six years. A leader represented the majority in
court declared 41 other political Rhodesia, and that he would prefer
prisoners from the Movimiento to deal with a moderate' Black
Armado Revolucionario (MAR) leader.
"dangerous delinquents" who
would be brought to trial, but the
In Johannesburg, South Africa;
time they have already spent in jail the ANC Secretary General Gordon
would be taken into account. Chavunduka told a predominantly
Altogether 67 prisoners were af- White audience that Muzorewa
would be traveling to several profected by th~ amnesty.

AcAPuLco

Western African states in an attempt to bypass the front-line
presidents and elicit support for
Muzorewa's plan.

third
world
report

Tourists Asked To Bathe Less
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Mexico Left Strengthens

Princeton Professor Says
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Classified
Advertising
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Marron Hall
Room lOS

~--LPS

-----..

$7.98 mfrs.
esugg. list

,,
EMI IMPORTS PRESSINGS BECAUSE:
• higher quality vinyl than is available in
U.S. releases
• some albums and songs available for the
·first time on these recordings
• many long "stateside" out of print albums
still available in Europe

Open 8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. The deadline ,tor
the- next dey's paper Is 3:00 p.m. Classified
advertising Is not taken by telephone. Please
bring your ads to Marron Hall Room 105, or
mail them to: Classified AdvE!rtlsing, UNM Box20
' lniversity of NM. Alb.• N.M. · 87131

· -'-New Hours: 1fAM= 5:3llPM
Tues.-Sat.

Albuquerque's Greatest Clothing Recyclers
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Mutilated Bodies Seen Stuffed Under Couch
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Armed with a handful of ob0.. noxious Gaelic remarks and a
bellyful of cheap potato-peel
whiskey, members of the UNM
Militant Irish Community (MIC)
announced a successful takeover of
the UNM LOBLOW today.
OJ)

'"

left standing in the newsroom.
Tim "Mealy Potatoes" Higgins
panned his eyes cautiously from
beneath his safe perch beneath a
typewriter desk and said " Aaron
go Brath." The unfortunate and
illiterate Higgins, employed as a
pig's knuckle manicurist irr a
butcher's shop was later informed
that his native homeland is "Erin
not Aaron."

The takeover, which started as a
peaceful ''Drink-In" in the
newsroom of the LOBLOW
yesterday, came as the climax to a
three-hour armed confrontation
So-called, "War Chieftan" of
between normal human beings and
the
rowdy bunch of itinerate
the Irish. The decent people
depending on courage, brains and Pringle's packers, Tim "The
room deodorant managed to repel Informer" Gallagher, adjusted his
the first wave of green peril in- green matching face bowler over
vaders armed with spit, teeth and one unbitten ear, pulled up his
sharpened St. Patrick's medals, but imitation white wool moth-tattered
the Irish fumes eventually over- Sean O'Casey turtle neck sweater,
sucked and coughed on a tuberpowered the defenders.
culosis ridden pipe and outline'd the
demands and plans for
Spokessot for the scraggly band groups
of
sheep
thieves
and future attacks.
revolutionaries, David "I'm only
"The Irish on this cam pus qnd
half" Flynn, peered from his one throughout the uncivilized world
green bloodshot eye, wiped his nose have been maligned too long,"
on his sock and said, "What makes Gallagher said as he took a rather
the LOBLOW think they are any messy swig from a nearby rubber
different from a school bus full of cement thinner bottle.
Protestant kids."
"We have suffered especially bad
Flynn spoke on behalf of the
group as his comrades were busily at the hands of this newspaper and
engaged claiming the spoils of their its William of Orange. sympathetic
victory-stealing the tennis shoes staff," he cried between verses of
off a custodian knocked un- "My Wild Irish Rose."
Gallagher said that the feast day
conscious in the brawl.
of the man who drove the snakes
Reactions to the accidental, one- from the Emerald Isle had all but
in-a-million, defeat-snatched-from- been completly ignored by the
the-jaws-of-defeat, success of the LOBLOW.
Gaelic brick chuckers were varied
"There were no coupons for free
among those semi-sober militants cornbeef and cabbage in the

Monster Rises from ·Pond

The crisis was called by Harry
Reasoner "the most bizarre case
since Barbara Walters" and was
referred to ·by UNM President
William Spud as ''a co'Iossal pain in

the butt."
The incredible saga began last
Thursday ,when naval ROTC
students on anti-submarine
maneuvers in the duckpond sighted
what was determined to be a
carnivorous, unicellular blob. Later
that day, the blob ate two campus
policemen who were trying to put
an immobilizer on it.
The blob was nicknamed "Duck

By Koren P. and Rebekah S.
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LOBLOW that day. And everytime
a policeman drives down my street
there are no cobblestones to dig up
and throw. How are we supposed to
sneak back to England and throw
rocks at the queen ifall the roads in
Albuquerque are dirt or black
topped? Have you ever tried to hit a
limey copper with an adobe?"
Gallagher said removing a boney
Irish digit from a very red bulbous
Gaelic nose.
Punctuating Gallagher's remarks
with a severed tree bough was the
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MIC's security guard Wend~U··--~~~~~e~·O'Kees.PhoiobyKorenPanagakos
O'Hunt, who threateningly combed
-And that other cultures at
back his curly red hair (dyed for the UNM now be defined as suboccasion.)
cultures of the Irish.
• The scavengers Jisted their
Leader of the ejected LOBO
demands as:
staff, Susan MacWalton answered
-All lands between Ireland and the group's demands by threatening
east of the Rhine be ceded to the to "pump soap and water in the
Irish, named Hibernia, and a share newsroom and bathe everyone of
of Guiness brewery stock be given the shamrock suckers."
to· every Irishman· over the' {ega!
Flynn flashed· a yellow•tooti'led
drinking age of three.
grin
and
proceeded
to
-Locally, the UNM afternoon diplomatically empty the contents
drinking establishment Okies be of his stomach into Higgins pocket.

Angry MICs

·Hall

Surprisingly, there were some
reactions in defense of "Messy."
Pope Paul VI, in a radio speech,
said that the blob "should be
allowed to reproduce itself normally." The Sierra Club sought
protection for "Messy" as a
"priceless symbol of American
wilderness," and the American
Civil Liberties Union brought suit
against a nine-year-old boy who
shot at the blob with a BB gun.
''Messy," meanwhile, was
spending its time oozing around the
campus and eating whomever it
could catch, then returning to the
pond while belching contentedly.

A m~d SCientist attempts to find a way of destroying the Duck Mess Monster
before 1t destroys UNM campus.

\>:..

I,'',

Mess Monster," or "Messy," by 'sters" (SCUM)willmeetSept.l7.
UNM intellectuals.
Despite Spud's statement,
President Spud reacted im- however, UNM quickly became the
mediately Thursday by rejecting all recipient oi offers of assistance
offers of federal aid to fight the from all over the world. KLM
monster-"! think this is an in- Airlines sent "Messy" a comternal problem that UNM can and plimentary ticket good for a ·
should solve within itself." Spud runway excursion aboard a 747 in.
then appointed a committee to the Canary Islands, and Ugandan
assess the situation. "Spud's Arch-Dictator Idi Amin affered to
Committee on Unicellular Mon- give "Messy" an automobile ride in
his country along with some
Anglican Bishops.
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By Wednesday night, when the
blob ate Scholes Hall, the death toll
had reached 17.
(ContinUed on page 6)

Babble
Demands
Here is a partial list of the
demands of the MICs who have
taken over the LOBLOW office:
-The LOBLOW-purchase
the rights to Jimmy Brslins'
syndicated column and use it on
the front page daily;
-Potatoes and a pint of
Guiness must be consumed by
University administrators at 10
a.m., 2 and 4 p.m. during every
working day;
Mitchell Hall be renamed the
WJlliam Butler Yeats building
and Zimmerman Library be
renamed the James Joyce
memorial archives;
-UNM President Davis
renounce all of his Scottish and
English heritage, resign as
president, and offer himself in a
trade for all Irish political
prisoners in Uganda;
-St. Patrick's Day be
declared a national holiday and
all traffic lights stay green all
day;
-A department of Irish
studies be established, headed by
English professors Mary Power
and Patrick · Gallacher, journalism professor Bob Lawrence
· and philosophy professor Brian
O'Neil.
-The new colors for every
LOBLOW athletic team be
turquoise and green and
shamrocks painted on every
football helmet; and
-Resigned Marquette coach
AI McGuire be coaxed out of
retirement to coach the
LOBLOW basketball team and
open up a new pub in the
basement of the SUB.
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and chew marks all over these stiffs
Police are now searching for a
necks."
meter maid with a low quota of
parking tickets (anywhere under
A spokesman for the,, "They're 1000) and the strong scent of
Better Dead" charte~e~ campus embalming fluid on her breath.
organization, denied having
Mortuaries have been asked to
anything to do with the missing
step
up the securities measures on
bodies .. ".We like them dead; not
their
vaults. New locks and
cold," he protested. "Most people
don't understand the true art of elaborate alarm systems 'are now
necrophilia. Rigor mortis and being installed,

Two bodies were discovered
shoved under one of the couches in
the Honors Center lounge in the
Humanities building. Police· said
the mangled remains appeared to be embalming fluid are definite nothe result of a necro gang bang.
no's for the necro professional. If
you want to find the real culprits,
The UNfv! Physical Plant has I'd suggest you go after the rank
been called in to. replace the car: amateurs on campus."
peting and several pieces of furAsked if there were any leads in
niture in the lounge.
the investigation, Police Director
Cox said a blank book-full of meter
Director of UNM Police Baring maid parking tickets were found
Cox said, "1 know a necro job strewn about the doorway leading
when I see one. There was lipstick from the Honors Center lounge.

l

' ''

·

Local police have reported sev:en
bodies · missing from three of
Albuquerque's leading mortuaries,
Sources close to the investigation
attribute it to the necrophilia craze
currently sweeping UNM' s campus.

I

Domstic reactions came from
President Carter, who contributed
tapes of some of Walter Mondale's
political speeches intended for use
in attempts to bore the monster to
death, and from Ronald Reagan,
who urged the use of thermonuclear weaponry against the beast.
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~Messy' Consumes Scholes
By Tim Higgins
Yesterday's destruction of
UNM's "Duck Mess Monster"
ended a week-long reign of terror
that cost 17 lives and $3.60 in
damages to the campus.
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MIC MILITANTS INVADE
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Of Necro Gang Bang'
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'Mangled Remains Result
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Papier rhache mannequins are used to help train
young, aspiring necrophiliacs.
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Officials are requesting that
families with recently deceased
members to either have the bodies
cremated as soon as possible or
keep them under lock and key until
the craze subsides.

Students Hit the Ceiling,
Extraction Efforts .Begin
By Brian Holmlund
.
A science bulletin just in from the
UNM
Physics
department:
Following the trial run of the
world's first anti-gravity machine,
l'~~J!I; efforts are. under .way to
remove two UNM freshmen imbedded in the ceiling of the pliysics
Jab. The two students, referred to
jokingly as being "stuck-up",
appear to be in good condition, and
damage to the lab has been said to
be minimal. The anti-gravity apparatus, however, was listed as a
total loss, having smashed itself
into a steel support girder. "It was
the culmination of four days of
hard work by a dedicated class and
will be a severe set back to all
concerned," was the department's
official statement. When asked just
how long it would take to reconstruct the machine, an estimate of
two class periods or more was
given. The anti-gravity machine,
which works on an amplified
negative weight principle was said
to cost anywhere from $1.95 to
$2.50 to build.
This remarkable invention comes
on the heels of the same classes
perfection of a perpetual motion
machine, developed earlier in the
school year. This device was not
made public immediately although,
for fear that it would prove to be a
"dud" to quote Jim "Quantam"
Perkins, a department spokesman.
The concern appears to be unfounded however, as. the machine
ha:s been running steadily for eight
months, after a private starting
ceremony where Pr~sident Wilson
supplied initial momentum to the
machine by dropping an eighty
pound wrecking ball on top of it.

The machine has been used on
several occasions by the Public
Service Company to provide the
of
electrical
req uir.ement
Albuquerque and as a can opener in
theS.U,B. cafeteria•.
Other projects undertaken by the
Physics class and scheduled for
completion by the end of the year
are: the ·large scale economic
distillation of gold particles from

air; an advanced system of supportless pullies and gears that
enable a man to literally lift himself
up by his bootstraps; a nuclear
powered ear piercer the size and
dimensions of a chain saw; a force
field athletic supporter with obvious applications in the feminine
!!nderwear market; the reversal of
the earth's rotation so Mrs.
Hobson's tomatoes can get more
early morning sun, (the good kind).

Beauty Salon
The Masters of Innovation
Exclusively by Appointment
877-5855
926 Isleta Boulevard SW
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Bank on your Social Security Check
being deposited into your savings, or
checking account each payment date!
And bank on us to guarantee it! With
Direct Deposit the Federal Government
will deposit your check right to us'. For
safety. SpeeGI. Convenience. You'll
never have to worry again. Ask or call
for details •.• rest easier today.
You're Our No. 1 Concern
at
Security Federal Savings
2828 Central SE

~~

268~3361

HOLY
WEEK
SERVICES:
PALM SUNDAY: 9:30 11:,15 A.M.: 5:00P.M.
&

MON., TUES. & WED.: Liturgies of the Passion, 12:30 noon & 7:30P.M.
MAUNDY THURS.: Liturgy of the Last Supper, Feet Washing, All. nite Vigil, 7: 30 pm
GOOD FRIDAY: Meditations, 12 to 3 P.M.; Stations of the Cross, 7:30P.M.
EASTER EVEN: The Great Vigil of Easter
10: PM: Lighting the Pascal Candle; Ministry of the Word
Renewal of Baptismal Vows, EASTER EUCHARIST: Midnight & 10:00 AM
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NOW OFFICIAL CHARTER MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY $1.00

WHERE?
HOW?
ApP-lications
Can Be Obtained
E
1900 Block Yale S
At The Following Locati9ns:
WHEN?
• Northeast Schwinn Cyclery
• Pop Tops
Ml'd • June
• Rocky Mt. Ski Co.
WHAT?
• H. Cook Sporting Goods
Three Acros of Fr11 Slyle Anas, Slalom nuns. A•
Gran Prix Track. Bowls, Pro Shop. And Much, •
'Much Mora ... Open Everyday, The Perk Will •
Be 111umln11ed for Night Action.
•

WHO?

•

Bicycle World
Garden swartz Sportz
Clark's Sporting Goods
Acme Wheels
Mountain'Sports, Limited

~e----·'ROLLER

CROSS''

~embership

ilppUcation(s), SendMmoney
N I N E ; - - - - - - - - - - - - ICE: _
ADDRESS - - - - - - - - : ; ; ; ; ; ; - - - - -

Street

GO FOR IT!

CI \y

State

PI;I.....-HA,N(:10R, Maine- Officials of the Maine

Gas Works Commission anln(mn,ced today that several thousand residents of this
will not have to pay higher natural gass prices to
'warm up their bones" next winter.
Commission chairman Bernie Tuacrisp said recent
hikes in the cost of natural gas will not be passed
consumers oflocal mortuary cremation ovens.
"We figure it takes less gas to get rid of them then it
to keep them alive so we'll pass the cost on those
1wu<.s who'll be around for a while," Tuacrisp said.

lip .

Perspective
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'Thank God I'm Alive!'
(HPI) Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary Islan(ls--1
Spokesman Hi Phlyer, of KLM said there were mc•rel
than eighty persons who did not die' in the plane
at the Canaries airport.
Phyler·said in a press conference today, "It could
have been worse."
Joe Drinkle, of Hell, Mich,, who was watching
Kojak at the time of the tragedy said, "Thank God
I'm alive."·

Dear Loblow:
I think it is about time that
someone looked into the LOBLOW
office.
Yesterday, I dropped by the
newsroom to bring something
forLip Service, and I was totally
disgusted. Fortunately, I had my
tape recorder with me, and I can
prove what I heard there.
Obscenity, racism, sexism, and
botulism wer-e rampant in every
conversation.
The news editor was drunk, as
was the assistant news editor and

Kids Not Burnt

(HPI) WASHINGTON, D.C.-The
Safety Council released statistics today which
(HPI) WASHINGTON, D.C.-A labor Depart-- make many parents happy.
ment source charged yesterday that between seven and
According to a report undertaken over two years
eight per cent of employable Americans are not doing
ago,
the NSC says, there were over three million young
their part to keep unemployment figures down.
children
born in this country who were not brutally
Labor Department junior undersecretary Pat
and burned to a cinder iJ?- American made
shoved
in
Ondapayroll, said there are more than 97 per cent of
America's workers out on the job and keeping em- microwave ovens.
ployment statistice "respectable."
"We've had a few cases ofsome sickle shutting the
"Are there no saltmines, workhouses or street
microwave
door on dogs, cats and an occasional
comers to sell pencils on?'' Ondopayroll questioned.
canary,"
said
Willy Doit, NSC researcher.
He said, "If these uncooperative Americans insist
on sitting back on their fat unemployment or welfare "But when it comes to small kids, we're lucky
then next· year we'll just leave them off the American kids are growing bigger than your usual
Sunday pot roast," Do it said.

'

'

Irish Scums
In Control?
-

White Sands
Hides More
Than Gold
WHITE SANDS-Surprised
-treasure hunters at Victorio Peak
have made a discovery with much
greater archeological value than the
Spanish gold they have been
seeking. A Roman manuscript,
dating from the first century and in
excellent condition, has been
found.
The manuscript was written in
the year 63 A.D. by Lucius S~n.eca,
a Roman philosopher and scientist.
It appears to be a proposal
describing a computer program to
carry out arithmetic on Roman
numerals. If. authenticated, it
would be mankind's first
programming assignment.
Rumors circulating this southern
New Mexico site have claimed that
the manuscript was planted by
·pranksters, but expedition leaders
report that computing archeologists
from the University of New Mexico
have · verified its authenticity.
Further study of the document is
now being carried out by the
·Computing and Information
Science Department at the
Universitv.

Editor:
What's fuis I hear about the Irish
taking over the LOBO? They
already have control don't they? 'I
mean if you forget about the plain
names like Walton, Wood and
Gesner you have Flynn, Gallagher
and Higgins. And what about that.
mick you had before, Donnelly?
If you ask me, you already have
too many of these Irish scums. Let
me tell you this, and this is very
important, if there is any more of
this celtic foolishness, I'll see to it
that all the Irish in my country start
riding our buses. And they are very ·
dangerous (ha-ha).

the editor-in-chief was being
fondled by some TV newsman. The
sp~rts editor was on the phone,
trymg to bribe a softball umpire,
wh.Jle another reporter was
arranging a kick-back deal with a

local bar.
Please don't use my name-'-just .
in case your rancid, stagnantminded degenerates have· the
courage_ to print this in the first
place.

Dear Loblow:
I've been reading your ads about New Yorkers and how you don't like
them and all. Well, you think that's bad you should be here in New York.
We've got all these New M~xicans and all coming over here to see the city
~d they really are phomes. We were even thinking of putting up a
billboa~d and all that said: "New Mexicans-go back to Hobbs " or
somethmg.
'

Just about any of lhe great photographs you see
could have been taken with Vivilar System 35.
Plus one good eye. Vivitar System 35 is a most
inexpensive way to get serious about photography.
The basic limitation is your own creativity and skill.
Vivitar :220/SL 35mm camera Center-weighted
match needle metering system/Speeds from
1/1000 to 1 second plus "B': for time exposure/Electronic flash sync at 1/125th
second/Universal thread mount50mm
f1 .81ens/Built-il) hot shoe/Self timer/
Film-in-chamber Indicator/ ASA Range
25-1600. Vivitar Automatic Electronic
Flash Up to 200flashesfrom one single

9 volt alkaline battery. Vivitar Automatic
135mm f2.81ens Super focal length
for portraits/ About 2% times larger than
normal image. Vivitar 2X Tele Converter
Doubles the effective focal length of your
lenses/ Converts the 50mm lens to 1OOmm/
the 135mm lens to 270mm. Vivitar Enduro
Case Carries the entire system comfortably and securely while hiking, cycling,
skiing, etc. Find the nearest Vivitar dealer and
ask for a demonstration.
Marketed in lhe U.S.A. by Ponder & Best, Inc.
Corporate Offices: 1630 Stewart Street, Santa Monica,
CA 90406. In Canada: Vivitar Canada Ltd./Lttle

Dip Service
Volunteers arc needed to hide books as they arc unboxed at Zimmerman Library. See the rererl!nce desk
(bring references).
UNMJS Planned Suicide Associntlort will meet in.
the Or-red's Cemetery office tomorrow at J':OO.A film
on organic poisons wiit be presented, and refresh·
ments wlll be serVed,

The Hibernian Student Association will meet
Yesterda~ at noon at O;Kcllcy's bar. Where the hell
Was everyone?

'"

The UNl'..1 nomb-Detusins Club will meet tOnight
at 8 in the Engineering Dept. 1{)3. Because ot an error'
at last week's practice, all officers' positions ttre now

open, and elections will be: held.

<OPonder & Besl.liic., 1917

The Yale Park Degenerate Clttb will present a
demonstration of panhandling techniques tomorrow
at various polnt!l around campus. Interested studentS
slfoWd bring spare change.

Vivitar. System 35

At~tUIS'nt~ E1.41~t~'nnt~

.. c.:.•.
If you want a guitar that has a big full
range of sound and the easiest action
you've ever played, Ovation's your best
answer. Come down and check us out.

......

· 401 Romero NW
Old Albuque ue NM 87104
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DOONESBURY
6000 GVIiNING.

100//f: BY A NARROW
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Garry Trudeau
7HANk YOU, vOliN. I'M
1/0f/Se BRIMNG ROOM
tv/TH 5$CI?iiTIIRY-et/3C.T
IJIJAN!3 /J8LAOJ(J!?T. 7lle
MOO!J /la?l3 IS ONe Or
lR/f/MP/1, IS IT NOT,
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\INVITE

SATISFYING EVERYONE FRoM

.MUCHACHA 7b MUCHACJIO I
7HEY'R£ArA NEARBY
'PACKAGE STORE' J/JST UIA/71#6
70 BE ?!eKED UR
WHYDON'r Yov?

MR. Sf3CR57.i:li?Y?
__.--,.. /

I

, 1iiE' JUAT?EZ 'BROTHERSJ
,/JOAT?EZ "80" 4JUAREZ iO(
MAKE 7iiE 'PERF!:CTPAIR,

HeRe IN THe 11/H/Te
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/AKE IfAII

HEY.MUGOS/ MEErMY8J6 8R01liER,

Holden Caulfield
The Big Apple, U.S.A,

Yes.7Mrs

R/6/lr..

IMI'ORTED ( BOTTl"D 'BYTEOUM JAUSCO S.A.
S!: LOUIS, MO. • BO !'ROOF ~ !Oil'ROOF

WIIO ELSE'Ow liJRN YovR
PARTY INTo A fiESTA ?

Big Daddy Idi Am in
Over here, Uganda
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Hitler Was
,,;~'Evil· Mar(''

Yes; IT's A V/CllJRY

FOR 7115 "L.mz..; GtiX''
1

. 7li&'MAN IN TH!f
SJ'R,&eT."TH!3':4VeR1
Q
AG&Joe
...
~ BliCK TO Y(){J,
JOI.IN, IFYOlJ
/JON'r MINO.

Dear Loblow:
I would like to write a letter to
voice my opposition· to Adolph
Hitler-his
policies
and
philosophies. In case you don't
know, Hitler is considered to be an
evil man. I think he was one of the
worst who was ever born.
Hitler is dead now, and I think
that's a good thing.

r
____,/
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e{ection FOR ALL YOUR
erViCe
CAMERA NEEDS
atisfaction
3417 Central, NE
524 Coronado Center

266-7766
299-4473
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Sylvester Jones

Automatic
Electronic Flash

•

with the 35mm Buy of the Year!

~ .. Messy

Put your expensive eye
behind our. inexpensive System 35:M•• and WOW.

INC.

New Mexicans, Go Home!

Looking for a quality 35mm SLR
system at a reasonable price?
Here it is! The super, value-pa~ked,
Vivitar System 35 Camera Outfit,
with FREE Automatic Electronic
Flash! In a single package, you
have everything you need for taking
beautiful, sharp photographs!
The Vivitar System 35 features:
• Vivilar 250/SL Camera with
through-the-lens metering---your choice of chrome or
professional black finish
• Vivitar 50mm f1.3 lens- a great
normal lens- produces razorsharp photographs
• FREE! Vivitar Modei_;!OOAutomatic Electronic Flash
Unit- delivers perfectly exposed pictures
automatically!
• Vivilar 135mm f2.8telephoto lens- gr~atfor sports
and nature photography
• Vivitar 2X tele converter-· turns your 135mm into a
super, frame filling 270mm telephoto for those dramatic
close-ups
• Vivitar Enduro Case- rugged, body-contoured styling
-handles all your System 35 equipment with ease
Vivitar System 35- for the action photographer!

YIVITAR

(Continued rrom page 4)

But yesterday, just as President
Spud had predicted, the monster
was felled . with UNM's own
resources.
Yesterday morning, UNM's Mad
Scientists Association (MSA) held
an emergency meeting. By 2:16
p.m. Keith Piatt, MSA Specialist in
Destroying Unicellular Carnivorous
Blobs, had killed "Messy." He did
it by feeding the blob one pound of
meatloaf from La Posada Dining
·Hall, reportedly an amount suf- ~·
ficient to ki111,453 persons.
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LOBLOW News Team 'Totally Disgusting'

Unemployment Fails

Only Members Can Purchase
Admission To The Park Or Send Request To
"ROLLER CROSS"
BOX 13269
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112
Please send

Yearly.LOBLOW

World's Snooze

~~ROLLER CROSS"
SKATEBOARD PARK

S!:ISTEM

BUV1
GET1

FREE

Monday - Saturday
7:30- 8:30

Boogie To:

Katz & Jammers
UNCLE. N.ASTY'S
"A Good Place To-Make Friends"

as

SAVE S159°0
ONLY S299°0

The F'crrcl Heady Friday afternoon rap session will

nol be held, ns usuali today in the SUB lounge•
•
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Who
Dis?·

. · J\sk your doctor or·
..·.health department for

Feeling
Slngle(s)

Personifying the fickleness of
rock fans, this man, James Malice,
never made it to stardom because of
a basic inability to thrill crowds
with the super shows of known
stars.
By Hot Wax Max
His act failed after thron!ls of
This is the new feature for the
pubescent lasses vomit~d when he '45' oriented students at the
exposed his chest to display his University of New Mexico. Here
open heart su
scar.
are the top 12 singles releases of the
week.
malice
DADA:
Edie,
I'm
Mean-southern rock group comes
out with a churning funk number
heavy on African rhythms. There is
SI'ENil AN
an
organized effort by a Funt;v~;NING WIT II,..
MIIJNIGII'I' MOYUo:
EVERY FRmt\Y AND SATURIMY
damentalist group to ban the song
off the airways.
JONATHAN PHEl.DMANN:
Red Rhinestones b/w Thanks
Hank-some sheepkicking country
ALL THREE ON ONE PROGRAM!
rock by this highly acclaimed steel
guitarist.
JOHNNY ON & the OFF: Turn
My Love Motor Offblw Kill Your
Friend-group is vulgar and they're
just a bunch of punks. If you buy
this record, you're a punk.
CLAUDINE
LONGET:
I,
I
Courtroom
Teardrops
blw Lovers
\ I
Die At Midnight-cute little French
I!';
muffin trying to make a comeback.
BLOODCLOT:
Calypso
! I'
Bloodbath-a musical washout,
plus ...
i •I
LA FEETE: Bucc's Boogie b/w
i
High Treason
(
I
NERVE GAS: Epilepsy FanI
dango b/w TicTicTic
ANDY WILLIAMS: Happy
Has-Been b/w Rotten Rachel
J,E. RAY: Framed b/w Solitary
Man
CLANSMEN: Sheet Music blw
Belfbottom Whites
FIIIDA Y AND SATUltllA Y
LOBLOW BASS BAND: Rock
Al'ltll, 1ST AND 2NIJ
Your Clocks Off blw Orlando's
AT 12- MIIJNIGIIT
4804 CENTR<t\t. S E
265 467fi
Song b/w Titanic Thunder b/w
15.7 on the Richter Scale.
'
'
'
'

'
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Graverobbers blw Necro Madness.

Get The Weekend Going At
ASUNM/PEC's
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Starring CQry GrQnt, DougiQs
FQirbQnks, Qnd JoQn FontQine
Directed by George Stevens
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In A&ffi Editor look-alike contest.
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ffiote 'Live Jim'

,,
Finch (left) accepts Oscar from Winkler.

Flnch.,£.!.!~s Up
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. ·2001. The whole world was shocked at the sudden news that Peter Finch was found alive in Switzerland after having been
believed to lie dead for 24 years.
Finch saddened the world back in 1977 when he died unexpectedly of a
heart attack. He then proceeded to win a posthumous Oscar for best performance by an actor for his role of a mad newsman in the vintage film
Network.
Finch was found by a French team of mountain climbers deep in the
Swiss Alps in an old a~andoned.monastery.
The age-ridden actor said, "I was waiting for someone to call 'Ali Ali in
come free.' "
The Frenchmen knew it was Finch when he cried out "I'm mad as hell
and I'm not going to take it anymore."
Reactions were mixed at the reappearance of Finch. Faye Dunaway,
from her bed in the. Casa Looney Nursing Home, said, "I'm so happy. I
think it'll make a good script. This ought to shoot the ratings up sky
high."
.
Sylvester Stallone, a retired meat cutter, said, "That bastard! He makes
up like he dies and he gets that sympathy vote from the Academy. I'd like
to break his thumbs."
Paddy Chayefsky, resting in an mcygen tent' at General Hospital, said,
"Who's Peter Finch?"
A horde of 13 people were on hand to greet Finch when he arrived in
Hollywood. Henry (Gonz) Winkler, president of the Academy of Motion
Pictures, presented Finch with )lis old Oscar that had been preserved all
these years in a fruit jar.
Finch is expected to retire in senility at the Kesey Memorial Sanitorium
here in Hollywood.

llave you seen this man'l
The King o£ April Fool
WANTED
for Malicious Mischief
CAUTION
Armed & Dangerous
Will Stop at Nothing
Short of Mayhem!
Ir you spot him-for your own safety-DO NOT APPU.EHEND:

ldB
. Roeks on out at 9 p.111..
Specials

'

Mon.- Fri.
All Drinks

'Still
' playing
!llltft
the R &

Bat 7:30 p.111..
by pui•e funk by

5~8pm

Sat.-Till9pm
Sun-Till 7pm

.You won't believe them-- at 9 p.m.
~

This Weeli.:

soc

Traveller
<

A

,
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Compiled by George Gesner
Traveller will tell you that there's
only one way to listen to rock; tum
the volume up. This band is
outrageous, helacious and contagious. If you haven't seen this
group you must be blind. They're at
Alfalfa's to end the week.
Cadillac Bob should not be
confused with Spanky & Our Gang.
Jazz enthusiasts like them. Blues
buffs relate. Die-hard rockers are
even satisfied. This is an explosive
band; no fooling! Okies houses
them-for the week.
·•
Tom Parrott sings, strums and
delights the captive audience. This
local recording star is the featured
opening act Friday and Saturday at
7:30p.m. at the Subway S,tation.

Dotes

I
•

-

Fine Line plays the music that'll
make you get up and dance. They
shall pour out the Friday funk at 9
p.m. at the Subway Station. Join
the other fools in the celebration.
Frisque is something new and
something different. Something is
bound to happen at the Subway
Station on Saturday night.
Katz and Jammers are transmitting electric shock waves across
the dance floor at Uncle Nasty's at
4418 E. Central.
The Lobo Bass Band is coming
off a nation-wide tour of cement
plants: They'll be playing at the
Necrophilia Convention this
weekend. Keep a low profile,

Open Nitely
April 3-7
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Open 7pm
Friday's &
Saturday's

Reg. Bar Drinks

RHSA/ASUNm Presents

Live In '77'I Jimi Hendrix/PostHumous Records PHZ-666
Review by Ghost Ryder
The premier rocker is back again with an unusual live album. The guitar
whiz kid continues to amaze this listener with yet another batch of new
renditions never heard before.
The album, recorded at the American Pavilion in Plains, Ga., in front
of 97 thousand screaming fans, has a hint of commercialism in some of the
numbers but overall the album retains thaf hard-edged underground sound
he's been admired for.
It was only fitting that Hendrix opened the show with a southern
favorite, The Theme from Gone With the Wind. His two-hour version is
fantastic and covers four sides of vinyl. Hendrix sways with his guitar riffs
and at times fl.oats into infinity. The melodious technique this man puts
out on his monstrous axe is fantastic.
The third record starts with a commercial outing called "Odee Odee"
which has been earmarked as the first single because of its brevity (12
minutes). The number is a lightweight disco rocker featuring Hendrix on
.electric banjo and the wind that cried "Mary" on flute.
The genius ends the side with the hellacious ''Hades Ladies" which
takes you to hell and back and back to hell again and back and back to hell
once again and back and back to hell again once again as he fluctuates
from his flaming guitar jams to his cool acoustical mandolin runs.
The album ends with the 28-minute version (cut from seven hours) of
"All Along the G String." Hendrix plucks the G string and puts it on continuous echo. While the fans enjoy, Hendrix gets a good night's sleep. This
album is a sleeper. Rate it a fantastic A plus.
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in the Student .Union Building
Friday, Aprll 1

Saturday, April 2
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· 2408 San Mateo Place NE
(Behind Denny's & La Quinta)

~

The Godfo.thet

~

~

Frido.,y. April 1--7:00 p.m.

~

~

Godfo.thet Po.rt II

~

~

So.turdo.,y, April 2--7:00 p.m.

1..

~
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At the CELLAR -- Hokono. Hall
Admission Zl.OO

~

1.,.

·Come see Frido.y's movie for $1,
o.nd !::JOU co.n see So.turdo.!::J's movie

~

~

FREE!
~
~~~~~~~~~~~~-o~
Popejoy

~all,

UNM

Proudly Pres'ents
The Southwestern Premiere of
George BalaJ?.chine's
filmed version of
his brilliant ballet

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM
based on the play by William Shakespeare
Music by Felix Mendelssohn
In Panavision - Full Color
Cast of 100 Featuring
Suza~e Farrell, Edward Villella, Arthur Mitchell,
Mimi Paul, Nicholas Magallanes, Patricia McBride,
Roland Vazquez, Francisco Moncion, Gloria Govrin,
Richard Rapp, Jacques d'Amboise, Allegra Kent

And The New York City Ballet Company
·April 7,8,9,10 - 7:30p.m.
April 9, 10 Matinees - 2:00p.m.
Tickets - Adults *3°0
· ·Fac/Staff, All Students,
Children, Sr. Cits. *15°
Tickets Available At Popejoy Hall and
All Ticketmaster
Outlets.
..
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at the Louisiana Boulevard, at 7:25
and9:45.
'a
Review by Dan Humcnlck
Ci
Anyone who enjoyed The
g Poseidon Adventure for its
'x outrageously unbelievable dialogue
~ ("Good Lord, an enormous wall of
il:

probably love The Eagle Has
Landed. Moviegoers who appredate intelligence, fine acting,
suspense, and general coherence
should stay away, because,
·although based on a true incident,
the story appears desperately
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See Jimi Hendrex
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APRIL 2
FEDERiCO FELllNI'S

LA STRADA

Fri.-Sat Midnite
ALL SEATS s1so
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ftSM.OVIE
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VITIORIO DE SICA'S

MIRACLE IN
MILAN
APRIL 16
MICHElANGELO ANTONIONI'S

I!AVVENTURA

APRIL23
VlTIORIO DE SICA'S

SHOE SHINE
APRIL30
MICHELANGELO ANTONIONI'S

I:ECUPSE

MAY7
VITIORIO DE SICA'S

UMBERTOD

SRIURDIWS AT 10~30
CELEBRATION PRODUCTIONS
PROUDLY PRESENTS
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outra.geously unbelievable.
. '•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'
It IS 1943. The Germans realize'
·
they have little hope of winning the
Compiled by George Gesner
winners Peter Finch, Faye
war. Hitler jokingly suggests the
Gunga Din is the April Fool's Dunaway and Beatrice Straight
only possible chance of victory is by special at the SUB Theatre. Cary (who's she?) in a tragic attempt at
kidnapping Winston Churchi.ll, Grant and Douglas Fairbanks Jr. humor. Ratings wars and internal
Heinrich Himmler (Donald star in this Rudy Kipling classic. power struggles enliven the film
Pleasence) unfortunately overhears The classic is preceded by the which shows at 7:15 and 9:30p.m.
the jest and, just for the fun of it, Buster Keaton "comedy sans at the Los Altos.
decides to put a plan into action.
words" Ba/loontics. Showtime is 7
Rocky is the best picture of the
Michael Caine plays the com- and 9:15p.m.
' year despite its Oscar. Sylvester
mando chosen to lead a raid on
Casablanca starring Bogie, Stallone, Talia Shire, Burt Young
what is presumably Churchill's Ingrid and Igor shows Saturday and Burgess Meredith put in exsummer house in a small British night at the SUB Theatre at 7 and cellent performances. Showtime is
village. Dressed as m~mbers of the 9:15p.m.
7:40 and 9:55 at the Los Altos.
Polish Army, Caine and his sixteen
Modern Times and City Lights
Dick and Jane starring "The Owl
men, aided by I.R.A. revolutionary and Charles Chaplin invade the and Barbarella" or George Segal
Donald Sutherland, gain the trust Guild Theatre today.
and Jane Fonda plays at the
of the townspeople.
Face to Face starring Liv Cinema East at 7:45 and 9:40p.m.
Ullmann in a mindbending role
The Little Girl Who Lives Down
.shows for another week at Don the Lane stars Jodie Foster and
Paqchos at 7 and 9:35p.m.
Martin Sheen in this horror
Texas Chain Saw Massacre treasure. The projector is rolling at '
st;arring Black and Decker in thriller the ·Cinema East at.7:15 and 9:05
roles where they're not cutting up . p.m.
Cousin Cousine brings you old
trees. This tender love story shows
at
Don
Panchos
when
the
clock
Hollywood,
where romance is
Alas, their plan is eventually
strikes
12.
revived.
This
poignant
comedy is a
discovered. The American troops
The
Littlest
Horse
Thieves
and
plus
for
French
films.
The
eight miles down the road are informed, and they come charging The Many Adventures of Winnie showplace is the Lobo Theatre and
into town, led by psychopathic the Pooh is strictly young-adult showtimes are 7:55 and 9:40p.m.
Black Sunday is the movie you
Colonel Pitts (Larry Hagman), who fare. When the film starts rolling,
big
people
are
to
leave
the
room,
always
made up at a cocktail party.
enjoys shrieking .gibberish and
It's
fun
for
the
family
and
it
starts
"I
was
just saying the other day,
hitting himself repeatedly in the
today
at
the
Hiland
Theatre.
'Wouldn't
it be great if they made a
mouth.
Young
Frankenstein
starring
movie
about
a terrorist group
Since there are no records of
Churchiil ever having been kid- Gene Wilder, Martin Feldman, Joe planning to blow up the Goodyear
napped by the Germans, the Boyle and Madeline Kahn goes to blimp over the Super Bowl game!
suspense as to who survives this show you that horror films don't " Your wish is fulfilled at the Foxhave to be scary. Bizarre humor at Winrock starting today.
final battle is not too great.
tlie
Montgomery Plaza showing at
The Eagle Has Landed is a
Inserted into this predictable plot
1:30,
3:30,
5:30,
7:30
and
9:30p.m.
gripping
adventure centered around
is a mini-romance in which
Silver
Streak
has
not
left
town.
the
kidnapping
of Winnie ("V")
Sutherland falls in love with a
There
is
a
rumor
that
the
M
Plaza
Churchill.
It's
at
the Louisiana
village girl (Jenny Agutter), who is
willing, five minutes after meeting will change their name to the Gene Blvd. showing at 12:30, 2:45, 5,
him, to blow her ex-boy friend's Wilder Memorial Theatre. Richard 7:25 and 9:45p.m.
The Domino Principle is an
bulbous stomach open with a shot- Pryor and Jill Clayburgh also star
with
train
stops
at
'12:30,
2:55,
5:
15,
action-packed
thriller starring Gene
gun .. This affair is included so a
7:30,
and
9:50p.m.
Hackman
and
Candice Bergen.
happy ending can be supplied, in
One
Flew
Over
the
Cuckoo's
Louisiana
Blvd.
shows
the film at
which Sutherland, the only ~sur
Nest
stars
H?6's
ullli:nownsi~
Jack
·~
1:3Q;
3:3(!,
5:pQ,.Z:30
aqij,9:30
p.m.
vivor, prances •into··the stiitset,
Nicholson
and
Louise
Fietcher.
Raggedy
Ann
and
Raggedy
Andy
ready to embrace his) over.
The Eagle Has Landed is One man tries to beat the system is the heartwarming animated
ridiculous and completely un- and gets his brain deleted. musical adventure featuring the
necessary, easily the worst movie so Showtime is at 2, 4:30, 7. and·9:30 couple most likely to have a happy
life together. It starts today at the
f;ar this year. It is also as boring as a p.m. at theM Plaza.
Network
features
surprise
Oscar
Louisiana Blvd.
film can possibly be.
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ACLOA's 'Supetstat'
Appeats in Popejoy
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~-Ohio Players, XIT, and El
Review by Harriet A. Moldov
Chicano
at Tingley Coliseum
security, Guilt and Hate)
Do yourself a favor. For the per- throughout the show.
tonight at 8 p.m.
fect Easter season entertainment,
Kerry Calkins, who plays Herod,
-Willie Nelson at ENMU in
go see ACLOA's production of
deserves
special
mention
here.
He
Portales
Saturday night.
Jesus Christ Superstar, now at
pergives
a
consistently
fine
Popejoy Hall.
-Dark of the Moon in Rio
By now, everyone is familiar formance throughout, but really
Grande
·High theater tonight and
with the. score of this show. What "stops the show" with his
makes this production special is the deliciously evil taunting of Jesus, Saturday at 8 p.m.
-The Prague Spring all weekend
staging, more like the original backed up by four Chaplinesque
Broadway version than the recent ragtime cuties, in "Herod's Song" at 8 p.m. in the experimental
film. The lighting, special effects, ("Prove to me that you're divine, theater, lower level of Fine Arts
-Center.
and lavish costuming all contribute change my water into wine!').
I
still
recall
the
rumblings
of
to a truly spectacular show.
:....Brigadoon at Highland High
All the major cast members give disapproval that arose when Super- School tonight and Saturday at 8
great performances. Amy Martin (a star first played on Broadway. p.m.
UNM sophomore) plays Mary There was doubt in some minds as
-New Mexico Ballet Company
Magdalen; she has a warm, lovely to the propriety of presenting a
tonight
and Saturday at 8 p.m. in
voice and does the part justice. religious play as a rock musical.
~ibola
High
School theater.
Kirk Wall, who plays Jesus, has a There has never been any doubt in
clear strong voice and uses it well, my mind, as the show tells its sto.ry
-Gem and Mineral Show, with
although at times his movements with reverence, love of God, and special presentations beginning
seem a bit wooden. William L. much "joyful noise."
tomorrow at 11 a.m.
Smith, Jr., is a properly anguished
Jesus· Christ 'superstar will be at
Judas; he is the most fascinating Popejoy Hall until Sunday, April
character to watch, as he is houn- 3. Call 277-3121 for ticket inded by the Four Demons (Fear, In- formation.
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Winner New York
Erotic Film Festival .
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Sci-Fi

(o.med~

Films done by state filmmakers
or done in New Mexico will be
shown Sunday in Rodey at 7:30
p.m. The Nine-film Festival is free.
The films are:
The Tourist by Max Sennett.
El Mojado by Danny Lyons.
Hampton by Paul Justman.
O'Keefe by Michael Ho)lins.
Man and His Environment by
Shelly Grossman.
Look What We've Done to This
Land by Jack Parson .and Bill
Medskert.
Rainy Day Special by Tom
McCartny.
A wakening by Larry Littlebird.
Santa Fe shot in NM by the US
Information Agency.

The Vortex Theatre presents the Theatre Arts Corporation of Santa F~
in a production of Sam Shepard's The Unseen Hand April 1 and 2 at 8
p.m.
An outrageous science-fiction comedy, The Unseen Hand is· a play
which presents a mixture of people which rarely happens: three
resuscitated old cowboys, a teen-age cheerleader doubling as a
revolutionary tactician and an intergalactic traveler. They meet, plan a
revolution (the freeing pf a people imprisoned by "the unseen hand" in
Nogoland) then go their separate ways. ·
The playwright, Shepard, began his career in 1961 when he was
"discovered" by Albee, Barr, Wilder productions who produced several
of his plays off-Broadway. At the age of 22, Shepard was one of New
York'syoungest produced playwrights .
The director, Dan Halleck, met Shepard in New York and worked with
him on the original production ofthe play at the Cafe La Mama.
The production, which will be performed twice only, is ·completely
staged by the Theatre Arts Corporation of Santa Fe, Santa Fe's only
professional theatre group which has been in existence for 14 years.
Ticket information can be obtained by calling 255-6830 or 265-9860.

•

Show Times
2:00
6:30
3:30
8:00
5:00
9:30

-

ASUNM
Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents The

UNMJAZZ

ENSEltiBLE
Rudi Fox, director
And The

PHIL LENK TRIO

•

Phi1 Lenk
Piano

MUSIC.·· DANCING· EN"ItRTAt NMfNT

Rudi Fox
Drums

Bud Warner
Bass
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CIIUA: KEYBOARDS STAHUY CI.UIIb BASS GATil MORAN: VOCALS, KEYBOARDS
JOli'AHIU: REEDS GlUT MOWN: DRUMS JOHN THOMAS! TRUMPET
JAMIS nNSUY: TRUMPET JAMIS PUGH: TROMBONE HAROLD GARRm: TROMBONE
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Tuesday, April 12th, 8:00PM
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium·
Tickets: s5°0/adv. s6° 0/day of show
All Tickets Available At: ·
• Albuquerque Tickets Agency
at Coronado Center
• General Store (both locations)
• L.P. Goodbuy (both locations)
• Candyman (Santa Fe)
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With Special Guest
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Bf. Fcolf.D PRDF'f:SS.IO!\IAU..'l' BY SiEV£. YoUN&,
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I. W~ uJAS 11-lt A'J.A£R\cJ.JJ LfJI.6U£ .BA1iiN6 CHAMPioN
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Tickets S2.50 and 31.50
Student Discount 50c
Tickets Available At All
Ticketmaster L<;>cations:

112~?

2.. WHO WON 11-\t OSCAR. FDR l3£ST ACIUSS ft.J l'l,g?
3. lAIHO WAS Tlif U.S. ,5ec.~AR'f' o~ 11-it: AR.M'(
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Uf.JD£1t PR€.SIDt:.tJT 13UCI-IMJAN?
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t'AX!S SALL.Y''~
GIL.L..AR:S, NAt.l PROPo6AtJDIST, ~LtASt:D FRoM
•
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BOB. BROWN, Guitar
'l'uesday, April 5 8:)..5 p.m.
Popejoy. .Hall
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SUB Box· Office
Dillards
Popejoy Hall Box Office
Record World
'

J{P Goodbuy (Both Locations)
General Store (Both Locations)
People's Choice in Rio Rancho
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Hard-Hitting Baseballers
Return to Action Today

243-5601

Yale & Central

I''
I
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See You at the "SWING"

'

Snack Bar
Game Room

r
\1

KING SIZE
MINI·GOLF

.

HIGHLAND SWING

I

Miniature Golf Course
312 Adams Street, SE 255-9992

~~;~ays FISH RANCH ~~~~rAGp~~d4
20°/o Off on all supplies
1
to
UNM
students
with
ID
S
Black Angels .....•... 79•
Kuhlu Leoach ........ 2/1"
Female Bettas ....... 2/1 00
White Clouds ......... 39•
Silver Tip Tetra ....... 39•
Black Sharks ........• 99'
Dojo .....•.........•. 79•

1

San M

Black Mollies., ....... 3/1''
Blue Acara .••..•••... 211"'
Jack Dempsey, ....•.. 2/1'"
Glow
hts ..•........ 39•
Small
r Barbs ... : . 2/1"

NE

United Campus Ministry
A. Progressive Christianllelfowshir' 1'o Give You New Power

5:30p.m. Sundays: Meal and Talk-it-Over
12:30 p.m. Thursdays: Soup •N Scripture
6:30p.m. Fl'idays: Singing Gl'Oup
7:30p.m. Fridays: Games and Sharing
Personal Counseling Always Available

t

At The United Ministries Center
J80J Las Lomas N.E., 247-0497
Po.oritive,]oyfu~ 1111d Christian

t

Here's
a Winner
COPIES

WHI~E

YOU WAIT

By David Belling
The UNM baseball team will put
its .321 team batting average and
3.10 earned tun average on the line
when they play three games with
Southern Colorado State (SCS) this
weekend,
.
'
On Friday UNM meets SCS at
2:30 p.m. On Saturday the two
teams will play a doubleheader
starting at 1 p.m. All three games
will be played in the Albuquerque
Sports Stadium.
Pitching for the Lobos on Friday
will be Btuce Barber (4-0), In the
first
game
of Saturday's
doubleheader Rob Hoover (4-2)
will be on the mound. In the second
game Jack Hollis (3-1) is. the
probable starter for the Lobos.

5

(/;

At this point in the season the
Lobos are sporting a 21-8 record.
With only one week of nonconference play left UNM Head
Baseball Coach Vince Cappelli
said, "We're coming along pretty
well." He said, "We're going to
work on our strengths and
weaknesses." Cappelli said he
would not change anything about
his team's style of play just because
conference play is about to start.
He said the players have been
'playing hard and have adjusted
well. These people have adapted to
new positions which is a real big
plus."
Cappelli said the Lobos might be
a "little rusty" after their week layoff.
After 29 games Steve Muccio is
the leading UNM hitter with a .459
batting average.· There are six
Lobos over the .300 mark this
season. Centerfielder Aaron Cain is
hitting at a .398 clip.
'Muccio leads the team in bits
with 34, one more than Cain and
Kyle Rutledge. '
Mike Delmonico leads the l.obos
in RBI's with 31. Muccio is second
with28.
Th.e Lobos are not a power

end mc111n;

1712 Lotnas Northeast I (Corner of University)
Open 7 days a week I Call 243·2841 for hours

'

.-'

'

'
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hitting team as they have only hit 10 thefts. Rutledge is second with 12
homers this season. Rutledge and steals.
.
Delmonico lead the team with two
Jack Wilson has the best earned
each.
.
run average on the Lobo pitching
Rutledge, Delmonico and Bob staff. In 27 and two-third innings
his ERA is 1.30. Hoover leads in
Bartell lead the .team with four innings pitched with 35. Barber and
triples each., Rutledge leads in Hoover are tied for the lead with
doubles with six.
four wins each. Barber leads in
Cain has scored 37 runs in only strike outs with 28. Only two UNM
29 games to lead in that category. pitchers have thrown shut outs this
Rutledge is second with ':i:i runs year. · They are Rick Connell ancf
scored.
Mat Mahaffey.
The Lobos are a threat to steal at
Next weekend the Lobcis ·will
anytime. They have stolen 63 bases open Western Athletic Conference
compared to only 14 for their play when they meet Arizona State
opoonents. Cain is leading with 13 University in Albuquerque.

About $120,000 will be saved by
the UNM Athletic Department
because of a one-half tuition waiver
bill which was passed during the.
1977 legislative session said Lavon
McDonald, UNM athletic director.

of the tuition waivers must be
received by in-state athletes. UNM
received 270 tuition waivers.
McDonald sind that this will add up
to a savings of about $120,000.

The tuition waiver means that
when UNM awards an athletic
scholarship that one-half of the
tuition fee will be waived. One-half

McDonald said that UNM will
still be· about $120,000 short of
what is needed for the 1977 athletic
budget. He said that they will not
know exactly how much money
UNM currently fields 22 sports
they will be short until they receive · teams. There are 13 men and nine
their ·final budget figure in about women's teams.
Of these
,
another month.
McDonald said 20 of these have no
Hopefully they will come up with appreciable income.

BLACK
SUNDAY
It could be tomorrow!

something to fund athletics
McDonald said. "We either have to
come up with more money or make
adjustments to meet the overage,"
McDonald said. "The last thing we
want to do" is cut the number of
sports teams fielded by UNM he
said.

PoUey !or Lip Sendce-Ne>'tie.eB rl!a- th~ d_a,y
before and the day ol th~ event., Bpace available;
Notices are not accepted by pbonn. Organizations
may pick up .forms to mail to the LOBO, rm 138,

New Mexico PIRO Land/Tenant ·handbooks are
available at the PIRd table in the SUB or at 107 CorM
neliS.E.

'
··~·

By Ed Johnson
With the dress rehearsals over,
the curtain will finally rise for the
real thing as the UNM women's
track team competes in its first nonexhibition track meet of the outdoor season tomorrow at Tempe,
Arizona, against Arizona State.
The women from Arizona State
<~re co-favorites, along with
Colorado State, to win the conference crown.
UNM has run as ·an \!Xhibition
team in the UNM All-Relays Meet
and, as an added attraction, in the
men's dual meet with Tennessee.

The Women Studies Committee Is seeking faculty
and students whtl are jntcresteJ in serving on Yadous
selection committees for Women Studies .instructors
for the Fall semester. Deadline is April I.
New Mexico PIRO Land/Tenant handbooks :are
availabjc at the PIRG table In the SUB or at 107 CorM

nell

s.e.

MarTOn HaH. DeadUne for not.Jr:e~ is 4t30 p.m. tho
day bi!fore publication, The LOBO reserves the
right to edit notices and d4!1ete those considered
Inappropriate for thiB column,

The Women's Studies Commlttc.'C is seeking faculty
members and students interested in scrvina on sclec:~
lion committees for Women's S~udies lnsi.tuctors for
fall Semester '77. Application deadline is· Fri. Apr. 1
at noon. For more infom1ation calf 277.j930.

The A, T, M. Bttsiness Assn. will be hofding its an.nuaJ V.I.T.t\. (Volunteer Income-TaX Assistance)
Program. Returns arc prepared free of charge at the
A.T.M. office in 1815 Roma N.E. RetUrns will beprepared until Aorill. 14l77.
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Greeting Cards
Gifts for every occasion
Complete Office and School Supplies
We Do Xerox Copies

Menaul Blvd. NE
t Hoffmantow

ru.c.v"t-r-.

.~
by Phylfis Kushner
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293-1144
033

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
UNM Students: The Deadline to Apply for
Admission for Summer and Falll977 is
Friday, Aprill, 1977
Applications are available in the College
of Fine Arts Advisement Center

said.
UNM boasts Marsland, who
Arizona State features two fine holds school records in the high
pentathletes in Dana Collins, who jump and in the 100-meter hurdles,
can high jump S-8, and Celeste and Susie Vigil, who ran a2:13 BOOWilkinsen.
meter race last week.
Collins, competing in the Lobo,
Sprinters Cindy Hagg, Karen
Indoor Invitational earlier this ·eunninghame, Connie Joseph, and

Men's Golf Team
Playing Below Par

Super CheE\p Charters
Europe $313 .
1.year open retu·rn
Ecospherian 'fravel
RR2 Box 27i Santa Fe
505,471·25 73

,,

•
•
•
•

year, won four of the pentathlon
events.

Asia Etc.

NOW ...•.•... S29900

ucas tat onary
& Office Supply

Debbie Davis, throwing the shot, is one of UNM's top shot
putters.

~Europe,

nco
Receiver, list., ... 21
2-Way Loudspeakers
by Pioneer, list ... 1
Magnetic Cartridge
Turntable, list •....
Total List .....•",_,,,....,

0
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By John Griego
While the other big name sports
such as basketball, baseball and
!!Yinn)¥tic~ .hav,e. !J.een gr!!-bbjpg t!Je
sports headlines, the UNM men's
golf team has been busy competing
in golf tournaments from Hawaii to
Guadalajara, Mexico.
Coach Dick McGuire said that
the Lobos have not 'played well
since they finished second in the
John A. Burns Rainbow Golf
Invitational in Hawaii in the latter
part of February, He attributed the
Lobos lackluster performances in
part to his using all the players at
different times and not going with a
set lineup.
Since the Hawaii tournament, the
Lobos competed in the New Mexico
State Invitational. in Las ·Cruces,
N.M., where they took third-place.
They then traveled to San Diego,
Calif., where they finished seventh
in a fourteen team-field in the Aztec
Invitational.
Last weekend the Lobosp!ayed in
the Morris Williams Invitational in Austin, Texas, where they posted
their worst finish of the year,
failing to make the top half of the
field. The team finished 20th out of
28 teams, a finish· that McGuire
described as "really bad,"
Although the team has been
struggling, McGuire was quick to
point out that things are beginning
to look better and added "We're
beginning to come around and
hopefully we'll qualify for the
NCAA.
"I think things are falling in
place. Even though we're playing
poorly, we're still better than
anyone else in our district except
Brigham Young and Arizona
State,'' said McGuire.
While the road for the team as a
whole has been rocky, Mitch
Mooney has been giving good
individual performances. Mooney
has finished in the top five in every
tonrnament he has played in this

I»

OQ

Lynette Guttierez should be worth
watching.
Julie Malone, who long-jumped
18-2 last week, is ar10ther Lobo to
look out for.
Last week after watching one of
the exhibition races Sandoval said
with a. proud smile,. "We're coming
around."

Long-jumpers Lisa Gibbs and
Diuie Norero, both havP. an injured
foot and will not make the trip.
Coaches· Barbara Butler and
Tony Sandoval have introduced a
stipulation that each of the women
must qualify in order to compete in
meets away from home.
"It gives us something to work
for," high-jumper Anita Marsland

Daily Lobo . .. -.. ,. · . . ·

Sports

"d

Fern Tracksters Take on ASU

. ...

Tuition Waiver Saves Money

NO MINIMUM
C~IMtiMq/COC~IMg

Photo by Phyllfs Kushner

Lobo thirdbaseman John Konitzer waits for the throw
from the outfield as the Highlands baserunner slides in
safely.
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Original Price
Cross Country Skiis
. 6995 to 99oo • • • • . • • • • . • •.• • . "' 525o to 7 425
x:c Racing Skiis
125°0 to 140°0 ·• • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 81 25 to 91°0
Rental X·C Skiis. & Boots
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Up to 50°/o Off
Snow shoes
2995 to 5250 ................ 20° 0 to 3650
100o/o Wool Sweaters
32°0 to 4950 ................ 1920 to 37° 0
Goosedown Parkas
66 50 to 85°0 ................ 53°0 to 68°0
Thermal Underwear
9so to 1795 .................. 675 to 1250
Alpenlite Packs (discontinued models)
8750 to 9250 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 65 50 to 70° 0
Backpacking Tents (Two Only) 2 man

semester except for an off performance in the Aztec Invite.
Other outstanding performances
have ·been. tuii)ed in by Harold
Garrison, who finished second in
the NMSU Invite and Jeff Fulwiler,
who battled an extraordinarily
talented group of golfers in the
Aztec Invite, to finish in 14th place.
Explaining the dismal finish in
Austin, McGuire said, "We didn't
have anybody play well in Austin.
We just had a bad tournament."
Talking about the Western
Athletic Conference said, "Once
again our conference is extremely
strong. I'd rank BYU as the second
best team in the nation right now."
Looking ahead the Lobos next
battle will be in the -All-American
Invitational held in Houston,
Texas, April 13-16. Competing in
that tournament for the Lobos will
be· Mooney, Fulwiler, Garrison,
Jeff McMillen and Mike Glennon.

Washing Well
Launderette
818 San Mateo SE
Phone 255-0705

135°0 • • • • • • • • • • , ·••• • • • •• •
4 man 195°0 ............. .

Open at Sam daily

• •

... 13650

u

•

Rental Kayaking Equipment
Up to 40°/o Off
Fishing equipment Fe.nwick Rods,
Garcia & Martin Reels 30°/o Off
Zodiac 4-man raft

25c Wash
JOe Dry

I Campus Special I

625 00

• • • • • • • • . .• • • • • • •

Ill

•

•

•

•

•• 9450

• • • •
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Sale Starts 9:00 a.m. Saturday April 2

FREE Soap
FREE Bleach
FREE Fabric ·
Softener

MDVHTAIHS
•

AMO

RIVERS

This offer good fol'
all wash/dry customers
with this coupon

2320 Central Ave. SE • 268·4876
Hours Monday thru Frid 10-6 Saturd

. 9-5
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French
Politics
Discussed

Mondaysat8 p.m. at408·D Maple NE.

UNM Prof. Steve Kramer Of the history department will give the lecture, "La Situation Actuelle de Ia Politique Francaise," in French today in
room 153, Ortega Hall at 8 p.m.

The SUB games club in conj~nctlon with (he New
Mel'ico Oo Association i~ having a Go tournament,
Sat. Apr. 2, 1977 from 10 a.m. until 7 p.m. Jn SUB
231A·C.

Kramer teaches courses on contemporary European iind French history
and co-teaches a course on history and film with Prof. Ira Jaffe.
The Alliance Francaise is sponsoring the lecture which is open to the
public an'd has no admission fee.

Q

Kramer received his BA from Brandeis University and his Ph.D. from
Princeton. He has published articles on contemporary French and Belgian
history, dealing especially with socialism in those countries.

0
u
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~

The Onhodo}t Dahai Failh is holding Orcsides on

The French and francophiles in and around UNM will review the state
of French politics and hear a lecture on the state of French politics.

A lecture on "Tautologies: redundancies and
repetitions" will be given to interested students Wed,
J\pr. 6 at 8 p.m. in the Kiva. All interested persons are
asked to go and attend and sit in on the lecture and

ASUNM Candidates Meeting, today, 7 p.m. In
room 2SOC of th.e SUB. Candidates or their repre.sen·
ta(lvesare required to attend,

The Islamic Society will have Friday prayers every
Friday at 12:30 p,m.ln rm, 2SO-C o(the SUB.

Clnssifieds
_Petsono.ls

<lJ

z'<1'.

CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company,

255~

8736, tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIORATION, I.D, photos, Lowest
prices in town, Fast, pleasing. Cali26S-2444 or come

r-1
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ACROSS

The New Mexico Wheelmen are scheduling bicycle
rides eve~y Sunday morning at9, There is a two--hour,
~low paced ride and a four-hour ride for more experienced riders, The starting point Is Popejoy Hall.
For further information cal1264-1232.
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speech.

Ritmo Latino, Apr. 1, Fri. at 8 p.m. party at the International Center, 1808 La$ Lomas. Everyone Invited.

"'""

to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
available for 10 cents a copy in room 131, Marron
Hall. TFN
NONSMOKERSCLUBI897·0131. 4/6
PARTY! Our sound system booked so fast in
December we're doing it agnin! Frats, Sors, speci<tl
rate. We supply everything. Call.266-0235. 4/4
ENGlNEERlNG JUNIORS INTERESTED in $500 a
month during their senior year call Gene Henderson
at 766-2335 or write Navy Nuclear Power Programs
Officer, P.O. Box 8667, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87108. 4121
WILL BUY PAPERBACK BOOKS. Will pick up 25
books or more, Call2S5·9175 after6 p.m. 4/1
TEACHER BACK to UNM for recertification. Will
watch fiice home Utis summer, Call Belinda, BM·
7236; office, 864-7460, 4/6
MOTHERS! INFANT DEVELOPMENT specialist
wants to observe your 6·10 months or 14-21 months
old infant for Yl hour. In return you can receive free
consultation on parenting, Contact Anita Frank;
mornings, 277-4135; evenings, 296-6950. 4/1

~

STYLES at Wild Rose,
2910 Central S,E, 200/G off all clothing with a student
J.D., Today through April 4th. 4/4
.CHAPARRAL TRYOUTS, fjrst meeting: April 4,
4:00, Johnson Gym. 4/4
BIBLE SCHOOL CLASS for college/career ages
meets at Ridgecrest Christian Church, 5300 Eastern
S.E., Sundays, 9:30a.m. Ca1126S-ll37, evenings, for
information CJr transportation. 4/1
HAPPY 2Jst BIRTHDAY MARK (one day early).
Love, Margaret. 4/1

Setvlces
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mex.ico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 Son Pedro
S.E., 265·0335, Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 100/o
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4/29
TYPING, 1ST QUALITY, 883·7787, 4/6
TYPINO, EDITING. Call Kim: 266-9037, 4/8
NEED SOMETHJNO TYPED? Call Lynn, 2660760. 4/S
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, IBM SelectrJc,
Guaranteed accuracy, reasonable rates. 2987147. 4/1
SUPPORT ALTERNATIVE BUSINESSES, groat
food, Bakery Cafe, j 18 YaleS.E. 4/4
EDITING AND ADVICE. Grad student, formet
journalist,
aid both academic & creative writing.
English language tutoring also. Dial the Voice of
Experience, 266-36791 evenings, 4/l
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE. Free pickup &
delivery, Free estimates. 883'-9360; 881~6S2S 1
eves. 4/22

Will

\
,/

rates.
9667. 417
TYPING. Reasonable rates. 843·9667, 292·1693 arter
6 p.m. & weekends. 4n

For So.le
NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles. R.C,
Hatlett's, 843-9378. tfn
FINEST SELECfiON of handmade wedding sets.
Charlie Romero, 294S Wyoming NE. 293·
6901, 4129
COMPLETE CHEMISTRY LAB, 294-83S3, 4/1

FURNITURE: sofa, rocking chair, eild table, coffee
table, entertainment center. very reasonable. 296-1911. 4/1
BICYCLE; Bertin amateur racer, ~4 em. frame,
excellent condition, SISO.OO, 247·9663. 4/l
I967 SIMCA: good body & engine, good gas mllease
in city, $600.00, cash only. 26S-6261, 4/4
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E,
Catering to student needs since 1971. Ine~penslve
furniture, Student special: complete waterbeQ system,
$19.95, 4/29
OPEL GT SPORTS COUPE: $2000.00, 843·
9642. 4/S
,
1969 VW SQUAREBACK: automatic transmission,
2Smpg, fuel injection, rebuilt engine. $575.00 or best
offer. 243-S901. 4/6
RECORD YOUR OWN: Sankyo Stereo CB.J?sette
decks; Ferrite heads, Dolby Limiter and total
automatic shut-off. Factory sealed-$148,00, 7611

Menaul N.E. 415
:MAXELL TAPE: Suve on VD90 minute cassettes,
List $5.30, our price $3.49. Save more by the ease,
7611 Menaul N.E. 4/5
MOVING, MUST SELL: 1976 Datsun pickup; includes snow chains, mirrors. 1974 200 CB Honda,
25HOS3. 4/6
SUPER 1968 AMBASSADOR: air power brakes &
steering, automatic. $200.00, needs transmission,
Cal1294-0310, evenings. 4/6
DATSUN 280-Z~ '76, low mileage, perfect condition,
loaded, Caii26S-S3S I, 4/6

REPOSSESSED SONY. Dig screen, Trinitron color
TV. Take over
of $9.00 monthly 'til
4/6
Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay
machinr;. 2S5-7S34. 416
REPOSSESSED KIRBY vacuum cleaner. NeW
warranty, 1?77 model. Take over pay)llcnts of$7.37 a
month. 2SS-7534. 4/6
8-TRACK AM-FM STEREO with speakers& full siz.e
turntable. S99.00, easy terms. 255-1535. 416
SANSUI RECEIVER, Direct Drive turntable &
4/6

·~
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ffilscello.neous
WE BUY PAPERBACKS of all types, Need sclenL~..
fiction at 200'/o of original price. Others from IOo/o up,
Book Rack, 2506 Juan Tuba, 4/l
STAINED GLASS INTRODUCTORY CLASS:
Saturday Apr. 2, Apr. 9, 2-S p,m.j $13,50, Call to
reserve your pl11ee. We carry glass, tools, supplies.
Stained Glass Co. of New Mexico, 5319 Menaul N.E.
883-1110, Tu~sday-Saturday, 10-6, 4/4
LARGE ROOM FOR RENT: Dance groups,
workshops, meetings. Call 298-S958 after 5 p.m. for
information. 4/$

44 Pianist
Peter---45 Thing of
value
47 Kay----·

MAINTENANCE MAN/ASSISTANT MANAGER,
couple, Man to do maintenance few hours daily,
woman to cover office fo::w hours daily-. Apartment
arid salary. Call between 11:00 A.M.*3:00P.M. only.
265·2968. 4/1
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6 Mountain
words
... :Tree
38 Tune
7 Closed clr39 Multitude
cult
41 By means of
8 Photographer's 43 Visionary
concern
46 Have an
9 Kind of sock
effect
10 NFL team
48 Amended
11 Specialized
51 Frothed
vocabulary
54 Savory jelly
12 Italian city
55 W. Cana13 Friendship
dian river
56 Bird's claw
18 Slinks
22 Cunning
58 Nocturnal
sound
look
24 Court or60 Scarfllke
... , ... , . •
dersvestment
27 Where Calg62 Shut up
1 Auditors:
ary is: Abbr.
63 Noun end28 Pythons
log
Abbr.
2 Remaining 30 Sudden out65 Footba/ler
3 Reception
---- Washpouring
lngton
areas
32 Shade of
4 Man's
brown
66 Historic
nickname 35 Utters
periods
5 Fathers or
abruptly
69 Poetic con·
mothers
37 Transportation
traction

~
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INSTALLED!
WITH SPEAKERS!

Freight Sales
San

TRIJE. tJNtESS.
OF COIJRS/i, YOIJ'!le
AN AYI!'Mee 1/MeRICAN PSY(}{OPATH.
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Play sl! 3 Coursss
(54 Hole{>) for Just 81,.
(A &3r• Value)
Anyo,ne accompanying
coupon-holder may
do the same.
5100 San Mateo N.E.

I
I
I

1
1
1
1

I
I
I
1
I
881·9866
1
1.---------~--.,
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Put the sun
to work;
It's been lazy
too long

Mateo at Lomas 10·1p.m.

Subscribe Now!
,.J

You can put the campus
in a mailbox for just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo.

SUMMER HELP: Coronado Club Snac~ Bar, 21 or
older. Available May 20-Labor Day, Foster, 265·
679L 411

II
•
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Chicano Studies is offering a series of work$hops
on job-finding techniques for Chicanas beginning
Apr. 4 and ending May 6. There will be two sroups:
one meets MWF, 1:30-2:30 p.m. for five weeks, the
other meets nn. 10-lln.m. Both groups will meet at
ISIS RomaN E. No fee.

milities. 266-S2S6. 4/1
INCREDIBLE, and only 1 block from UNM. Large
!-bedroom apartment: dishwasher, disposal; &
carpeted. Pool & billiard room; Utilities paid,
monthly Jcasc & large enough for two. $220.00. Four
Seasons,266-CIOIJ. 4/4
HOUSEMATE NEEDED, Prefer a mature and
mellow male. 3 br•• nearBCMC~ $150.00/mo. plus to§.
utilities.266-7310, 4/S
COZY NEW EFFlCIENCY UNITS available now!
Complete kitchens, lovely furniture, utilities paid by
landlord. For hassle-free livlng, calt Tom Terrill Real
EstaleCo.,266-1997. 417
FOUR ROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT with
bath: Sl3S.OO/mo., util. paid. 11 blocks west
University on Waller. 243.0209. 4/J
WANTED: 2 responsible women to share house !h.
block from UNM. 842-612.3, Patrise. 417

HAVE A BALL!
PLAY PUTT
I
PUTT GOLF

(

"'
~·

0

Casteuer Hall.

BEST UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS. Furnished
efficiency and one-bedrooms. 208*9 Columbia S.E.
$140.00·SIBO.OO, billspoid. Coii2SH68S, 4/S
,.ROOMMATE WANTED: 2-bedroom house. Call
268·6429. 4/1
FUNKY EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS. Utilili"
paid. From $30.00/week. 268·1124, 24:Z..l814. 7218
Central S.E. tfn
I..UXURY APARTMENT: I br,, furnished,
fireplace, large living area. Nice neighborhood with
trees, 5 bl. from UNM. $190.00/mo., not including

I1
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The Minority Diomedicaa ilUpport Program and
Dr. John Trujillo will sponsor a guest seminar in the
Dept. of Biology: Dr. Leo OOmez of the Los A.lnmos
Scientific Laboratories, Apr. 1, at S p.m. In rm. 139,

·-----•coupon •----..

NoW comes Miller time.

~

For Rent

'
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SUMMER WORK: $900.00 per month-must'bc;'
hardworking and able to relocate. Call 293~.5553 for
interview. 4/4
HELP WANTED: PART TIME, Th•Jrsdays or
Fridays, drying can, Call Mike, eves, 345-3039, 4/S
PAID SUMMER TRAINING In field of your choice~
Pal't-time job which will enable you to earn extra
money w.hile continuing school, Many add~d
benefits. 265-9000. 4/~
SUMMER JOBS, FOREST SERVICE. How, where,
when to apply, Complete Information, $3,00. Mission
Mountain Co,, llox 727, Polson, Mont. 59860. 4/S
KAITANA J.C.C. SUMMER DAY CAMP In
Manzanos now interviewing A&C, nature, camp.
craft, music, dance, water safety, recreation
specialists, and counselors, Salaries compelitlve. Rob
Etigson. 255-3644, after6 p.m. 4/1

1 Brooch
6 African
grass
10 River bank
14 Five: Prefix
15 In the near
future
16 Man In
Genesis
17 Earth tremor
19 The south of
France
20 Mr. Brodie,
to his
. mother
21 Leaves: 2
words
23 Resume
25 View
26 Time of year
27 Finland port
29 Sailors:
Informal
31 Southeast
Asia
holiday
,33 Card game
34 Leave
hastily:
Informal
36 Chief In
India
40 Pack down
tightly
42 One-night

·""z

49 Poetic
contraction
50 Sports
aibltrator:
Informal
52 Foil's
relative
53 E. Indian
fabric
54 Relev11nt
57 Spanish
article
59 Zestfulness
61 Alrcrafl
64 Fata
Morgana,
for one
67 Blanch
68 Bargain
70 Ending wl1h
Hel and
Rub
71 Irish-Gaelic
72 Turgenev
heroine
73 Coin
74 Ruminant
animal
75 Stets'
opposites

designed; 2 JDL speakers, Miracord changer, ex,
condition. S72S,OO. 24Z..3288. 417

Employment
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Come to Marron.Haii
Room 131 or mail $10 to:
Daily lobo
UNM Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
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GOOD PRICES
-- ARE JUST
THE BEGINNING
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DARING DAYLIGHT
I
•

We robbed the manufacterers ·now

************

yo~

rob us!

over 75,000 systems
. to choose from!

WE SPECIALIZE
IN STEREO
SYSTEMS I

We Accept:
Cash, Checks
Bank·
Americard
&
Mastercharge

*

®PIONEER
HPM 40
Speakers
with HPM
tweeter

63DX

speaker system
with 15" woofer

Ask About
Our 10·Month
No Interest
Layaway

5219 50
TREND 100
Super Speaker

with fuse

C·90
cassette
tape

$155

auto
reverse
Stereo
Recorder
with
output

FE-02
FORMULA

4·Heads
large
capstaln
excellent

specifications
X·TAl glass
heads

controls
I

Open-air ·
Stereo
Headphones

S~~~ROCK
041
1800' reel tape

,

CLASSIC

only

S1Q5

C-9'740

~~

JENSEN
6x9 co-axial

sas PR.
.'

Scotch
1800'
tape
stop t~y
s5 75
reel

and see
the other
bargains on
car stereos
this weekend!

.S19
GERTRON

8-traok
45-MIN.
$200

.

K-7 Headphones

'
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